In this paper, we investigate the problem of minimizing the average time required to find an object in a known 3-D environment. We consider a 7 degrees of freedom mobile manipulator with an "eye-in-hand" sensor.
Introduction
In this work we investigate the problem of finding a static object. Our goal is to make a robot find the object as quickly as possible on the average. In our scheme, it is important to gain as much new information and in the shortest time as possible. This could be very useful in applications in which the time assigned to the task is limited or not completely known. We present a discrete formulation, in which we use a visibility-based decomposition of the environment to convert the problem into a combinatorial one.
In this paper, we consider two different robot sensor capabilities. First, we assume a robot equipped with an omnidirectional sensor, second we assume a robot equipped with a sensor, whose visibility region is shaped as a frustum.
We believe that our method has a wide range of applications, from finding a specific piece of art in a museum to search and detection of injured people inside a building.
Our search problem is related to art gallery problems, coverage and exploration. The traditional art gallery problem is to find a minimal placement of guards such that their respective visibility regions completely cover a polygon [1] . A variation of the art gallery problem, in which the task is to find the minimal length path that covers the polygon is known as the shortest watchman tour problem [2] . This is not exactly our problem, since in [8, 12] we have shown that a trajectory that minimizes the distance traveled might not minimize the expected value of the time to find an object along it.
In coverage problems (e.g., [3, 4] ), the goal is usually to sweep a known environment with the robot or with the viewing region of a sensor. In this problem, it is often desirable to minimize sensing overlap so as not to cover the same region more than once. Our problem is related to the coverage problem in the sense that any complete strategy to find an object must sense the whole environment.
In exploration problems (e.g. [5, 6] ), unlike the problem presented in this paper, the environment is not known a priori. These problems, usually involve the generation of a motion strategy to efficiently move a robot to sense and discover its environment. In these problems for the robot to move to an unexplored area, a navigation problem must be solved. For instance, in [7] the authors propose algorithms for sensor-based collision-free motion planning for articulated robot arms with an Eye-inHand sensor.
In this work, we propose a solution to the "where to look" part of the object finding problem based on three main procedures: 1) We approximate visibility in 3D using a sampling method over the workspace. 2) We generate candidate sensing configurations over the robot configuration space also using sampling. We select a set of sensing configurations having two properties: a low cardinality of sensing configurations and a small distance separating them. Both properties are convenient for diminishing the average time to find the searched object. 3) We determine an order for visiting sensing configurations using a heuristic. Our heuristic for determining a visit order consists of a utility function defined as the ratio of the probability mass of seeing the object over a cost for the robot for reaching a sensing configuration.
The work we report here represents a combination and an extension of our previous work [8, 9, 10, 34] . In [8] , we presented an approach to the problem of searching an object sensing at discrete locations in a 2D environment. In [9] , we investigated the problem of finding an object in a 3D environment for the case of a point robot. In [9] , we introduced a probabilistic sampling method to decompose the workspace into convex regions. In [10] , we presented motion strategies for searching an object, with a mobile manipulator equipped with an omnidirectional "eye-in-hand" sensor. In this paper we extend our work to a mobile manipulator equipped with a sensor limited in both field of view and range. Some related work by the authors, where the robot senses continuously as it moves in a 2D workspace is described in [11, 12] .
Our main contributions are: (1) We propose a probabilistic sampling method to decompose the workspace into convex regions in 3D. We also propose a practical and fast method to approximate the visibility region in 3D of a sensor limited in both range and field of view. (2) We propose a probabilistic control that based on how well the workspace has been covered decides when to stop the sampling generation. (3) We investigate the use of different metrics to quantify the path's cost. (4) We propose a method for selecting a set of sensing configurations having convenient properties for diminishing the average time to find the searched object. (5) We determine an order for visiting sensing configurations using a utility function.
Current technology makes feasible the assumption of equipping a mobile manipulator with an "eyein-hand" sensor. For instance, using the very small omnidirectional camera described in [13] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a formulation of our problem. Then, in Section 3, we present a general overview of our approach. In Section 4, we briefly describe an algorithm to efficiently find an order to visit sensing configurations. In Section 5, we present a sample-based approach to divide a 3D workspace into convex regions and show how to use them to generate trajectories. In Section 6, we study the use of different metrics to quantify the cost of the paths. In Section 7, we present a motion strategy for searching for an object with a mobile manipulator robot equipped with a sensor limited in both field of view and range. In Section 8, we present simulation results considering different scenarios. Finally, in Section 9, we present some final remarks and future research directions.
Problem Definition and Notation
This work addresses the problem of minimizing the expected value of the time to find an object in a known 3-D workspace with a mobile manipulator with 7 degrees of freedom (DOFs).
Roughly speaking, we define the problem of searching for an object as follows: Given one mobile manipulator robot with sensing capabilities, a 3D environment and an object somewhere in the world, develop a motion strategy for the robot to find the object.
The workspace W is modeled as a set of polyhedrons. The obstacles generate both motion and visibility constraints. Nevertheless, we need to find collision-free paths to move the robot. Our main interest is finding a static object as quickly as possible on average. This adds a new aspect to the motion planning problem.
In our formulation, we assume that the environment is known, but that we do not have information about the location of the object being searched. Since there is no reason to believe that one object location is more likely than another, we assign equal values to every location. This is equivalent to defining an uniform probability density function (pdf) modeling the object location. Indeed, this assumption is already known in the literature and it is called the principle of insufficient reason [14] . We believe this reasoning is general given that we do not need to assume a relation between a particular type of object and its possible location (for instance, balloons are floating but shoes lie on the ground), which could reduce the scope of the applications.
Let C(r) denote a convex region in a 3-D environment, where r indexes the region label. Note that all points inside C(r) can be connected by a clear line of sight from any point p(x, y, z) inside C(r). The interior of the workspace int(W ) is the free space inside the 3D environment. There is a set {C(r)} computed so that the union of all C(r) covers the whole environment, that is r C(r) = int(W ).
The robot senses the environment at discrete configurations q i (also known as guards, from the art gallery problem [1] ). Let us call V (q i ) the visibility region associated to the limited sensor. Since the pdf modeling the object location is uniform, the probability of the object being in any subset V (q i ) ⊆ int(W ) is proportional to the volume of V (q i ). For an omnidirectional sensor we approximate its visibility region assuming V (q i ) = C(r) if the "eye-in-hand" sensor is inside C(r).
We describe the route followed by the robot as a series of sensing configurations q i,k that starts with the robot's initial configuration and includes every other configuration once. While q i refers to a configuration, q i,k refers to the order in which configurations are visited. That is, the robot always starts at q i,0 , and the k th configuration that the robot visits is referred to as q i,k .
For any route R, we define the time to find the object T as the time it takes to go through the configurations -in order -until the object is first seen.
Our goal is to find the route that minimizes the expected value of the time it takes to find the object
where
Here, t j is the time it takes to the robot to go from its initial configuration -through all sensing configurations along the route -until it reaches the j th visited configuration q i,j , i refers to the label (identifier) of the configuration. Since the robot only senses at specific configurations, P (T = t j ) is the probability of seeing the object for the first time from configuration q i,j . The probability of seeing the object for the first time from configuration q i,j is proportional to the volume visible from q i,j minus the volume already seen from configurations q i,k , ∀k < j as stated in equation 2.
Approach Overview
This work builds on our previous research on object finding with mobile robots. In [8] we proposed an approach to solve this problem in a 2-D polygonal environment. The basic idea was to define a set of sensing locations from which the whole environment is covered. We then defined a graph over these locations. We shown that even the problem of minimizing the expected value of the time to find an object in a 2-D polygonal workspace with a point robot is NP-hard [8, 12] . Therefore, we propose the heuristic of a utility function defined as the ratio of a gain over a cost. We use this utility function to drive a greedy algorithm in a reduced search space that is able to explore several steps ahead without incurring a too high computational cost. The present work addresses the same problem but in a 3D workspace with a mobile manipulator robot.
Due to the computational complexity of the tasks we have to solve and integrate in a motion strategy, we propose approximated solutions based on sampling and heuristics, which aim to diminishing the expected value of the time for finding an object.
In general, the expected value of some criterion depends on two main factors: 1) the value of the random variable, quantified in a given metric, and 2) the probability mass associated to the random variable. In our search problem, the expected value of the time to find an object depends on two main factors: 1) the cost of moving the robot between two configurations, quantified in a given metric, and 2) the probability mass of seeing the object, which is equivalent to the gain.
For a 7 degrees of freedom mobile manipulator, we use known algorithms to compute the shortest paths (with respect to a chosen metric) to move a robot between configurations, -cost.
We investigate the use of different metrics to quantify the cost of the paths. We generate, metricdependent trajectories, that is, trajectories that find a compromise between moving the base or moving the robotic arm (see Section 6) . Having several means to measure the cost of reaching a sensing configuration q i is interesting, since, depending on the user requirements, it can be applied to minimize energy, time, etc. Furthermore, in our problem, it can be used to coordinate both the translation of the robot base and the rotations of the robot base and arm to save time for reaching a given sensing configuration.
To compute the probability mass of seeing the object in a 3D environment, -gain, we need to calculate the size and shape of visibility regions and their intersections, but the computational complexity of such a task in a 3D environment populated with obstacles is very high [15] . For this reason, we decided to use a sampling scheme to calculate a lower bound on the visibility region of any point. The proposed algorithms are not deterministic, so we provide probabilistic bounds on their performance.
We also propose a sample-based convex cover algorithm that allows us to divide the environment into overlapping convex regions (see Section 5.2) and also to estimate the volume of each piece.
Using our convex cover decomposition, we propose motion strategies to our search problem, for the mobile manipulator with an "eye-in-hand" sensor like the one shown in Fig. 1 .
In the case of a robot equipped with an omnidirectional sensor, our searching protocol is as follows: the robot always starts at a particular region in {C(r)} (associated to the starting configuration) and visits the other regions as time progresses. The robot follows the shortest paths for some given metric between them. Note that the convex cover gives flexibility to where to place the sensor; any configuration q i which places the sensor inside C(r) is a valid candidate for an omnidirectional sensor.
Mobile manipulator robot and its visibility region (a)
Set {s(t)} (b)
Figure 1: Visibility Region and Set {s(t)}
For the case of a sensor limited in both field of view and range, first the whole environment is divided into a set of convex regions {C(r)}, then each convex region is covered with the sensor frustum denoted by F. We establish a route to cover the whole environment by decomposing the problem into two parts: First an order to visit convex regions C(r) is established. Second, sensing configurations in a configuration space C of 7 dimensions are generated to collectively cover each convex region, the sensing configuration are linked in a graph and perform a graph search to generate the search trajectory. The order to visit sensing configurations is established based on our utility function.
Finally, the robot moves for placing its sensor at every q i to cover each convex region C(r). More details are given in Section 7.
Choosing an Ordering to Visit Sensing Configurations
Below, we briefly describe our algorithm to find an order to visit sensing configurations.
Utility function and efficient algorithm: We propose a greedy algorithm, called utility greedy, that maximizes a utility function. This function measures how convenient it is to visit a determined configuration from another, and is defined as follows:
This means that if a robot is currently in q k , the utility of going to configuration q j is directly proportional to the probability of finding the object there and inversely proportional to the time it must invest in traveling. A robot using this function to determine its next destination will tend to prefer configurations that are close and/or configurations where the probability of seeing the object is high. Notice that P (q j ) is equal to P (T = t j ) defined in equation 2.
The utility function in (3) is sufficient to define a 1-step greedy algorithm. At each step, simply evaluate the utility function for all available configurations and choose the one with the highest value. This algorithm has a running time of O n 2 , for n configurations. However, it might be convenient to explore several steps ahead instead of just one to try to "escape local minima" and improve the quality of the solution found.
The final algorithm to find an order to visit sensing configurations is as follows (for more details see [8, 12] ):
(1) For the last configuration along the current solution (initially just the robot starting configuration) explore the possible routes (create a tree breadth-first) until the number of nodes is of order O(n).
(2) For each node that needs to be expanded, compute the set of configurations that are not strictly dominated by others and only choose those as children. This can be done with a convex hull algorithm with complexity O (n log n).
(3) When the number of nodes in the exploration tree has reached order O(n), choose the best leaf according to the heuristic in (3), discard the current tree and start over with the best node as root.
Sample-based Sensing Strategy in 3-D
There have been many approaches that use samples to capture connectivity of high dimensional spaces, for example, [17] , [18] just to name a pair. Notice that in our work we also want to connect sensing configurations, but we have an additional goal. We are interested in representing the free space inside the workspace for searching an object, and not only for abstracting the configuration space for path planning purposes. Our sampling based sensing strategy is inspired by the work reported in [19] originally proposed to construct a probabilistic road-map in the configuration space. Notice that our work is different in several aspects. First, as it was mentioned above, we are interested in representing the workspace for searching an object, and not only for abstracting the configuration space. Second, the technique reported in [19] throws away "useless" samples, but we keep all of them since we need to estimate the size of the volume of the convex regions. Finally, we can determine a clear-cut threshold of when it is no longer useful to continue sampling.
Other approaches, more related to this work, combine approximated visibility computation and probabilistic sampling based path planning algorithms to avoid occlusions [20, 21, 22, 23] . However, they do not address the same problem presented in this paper; that is, [20, 21, 22, 23] do not aim at diminishing the expected value of the time to find and object.
Hidden Guard Set
In order to capture the size and shape of the workspace W we generate a set of independent, uniformly distributed samples S in the interior of W. Among these samples, we choose a hidden guard set G. A set is called a hidden guard set if it covers the environment and individual members of the set are not visible to each other. Since we are approximating W with sample points, for the set G to cover the environment, every sample in S must be visible to at least one guard in G. That is,
where V is (g i ) is the set of points in S whose line segment to g i does not intersect the the workspace obstacle region W . Also, since guards must not be mutually visible, g i / ∈ V is (g j ) ∀j = i. The algorithm to generate samples and the hidden guard set is as follows:
(1) Initialize the sample set S to empty.
(2) Initialize the hidden guard set G to empty. (4.2) If the sample is visible from at least one of the current guards in G, add it to the sample set S and increment n.
(4.3) Else, add it as a new guard to G and reset n to zero.
It is evident that this algorithm will generate a set of hidden guards that see all the other samples and -with a large enough m -the vast majority of the environment.
To determine how well the workspace has been covered, consider an environment of unit volume like the one shown in Fig. 2 . Suppose that the portion of the environment that is visible from the guard set is A and has measure µ(A) = 1 − ǫ , while B is another portion with measure µ(B) = ǫ that is not yet visible and does not contain a single sample point. If samples are drawn independently, the probability of m consecutive points not falling into the uncovered region B is P (A m ) = (1 − ǫ) m . After m consecutive samples, it is still possible that the actual size of B is greater than ǫ, but with a large m, we can bound this probability with a small value α. For this, we determine m as follows,
Therefore, choosing a large enough m we can expect with certainty (1 − α) that the size of the unseen region B is at most ǫ.
The algorithm above returns a set of guards that with high certainty cover the vast majority of the environment, and we can estimate the size of the visibility region of each guard (and their intersections) with a Monte Carlo approach [24] .
Sample-based Convex Cover
The algorithm we propose for the sample-based convex cover is based on the idea that there is a dual between a maximum hidden guard set and a minimum convex cover. It has been proved that a minimum convex cover is an NP-hard problem [25] , therefore our aim is just an efficient algorithm that tries to generate as few convex regions as possible. We have found that in practice, our algorithm does find a minimal cardinality set in many instances.
Given our strategy of stochastically choosing a hidden guard set, there will be a neighborhood around each guard that only that particular guard can see (since a small perturbation on a guard is not likely to make it visible to the others). Likewise, provided an adequate number of samples, there will be a set of sample points that only one particular guard can see. We call this set of points, the kernel of the guard, and define it as follows:
In any minimum convex cover, every convex region C(r) has a set of points only contained in that particular region. Otherwise, region C(r) could simply be removed and the cover would not have been minimal. Although we know there is not an exact equivalence, we use guard kernels as an approximation to these unique subsets. Thus, the main idea behind our convex cover algorithm, is that by "growing" convex regions around the guard kernels, we can generate a low cardinality convex cover. The following description of our algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3 . There, guards are circles and point samples small squares. The current guard, as well as its kernel are highlighted.
(1) Choose the guard g with the largest kernel ( Fig. 3 (a) ), g = argmax j {|Ker (g j ) |}, and compute the convex hull Q O = Conv (Ker (g)) of the kernel. For this, we start with the guard and add kernel samples to the current convex hull using the iterative algorithm described in [26] . Each kernel point adds new edges to the current hull, and we check to make sure that they do not collide with facets of the environment.
(2) If at some point, the convex hull collides with the obstacle region ( Fig. 3 (b) ), that is if Q 0 W = ∅. Then, we move the guard g to a random location inside the kernel but outside the current hull ( Fig. 3 (c) ). This does not violate the hidden property because the kernel was only visible to this guard. Then, we re-process the rest of the samples with the algorithm described in Section 5.1. After this, at least one new guard will be generated and added to G (Fig. 3 (d) ) because the original guard g can no longer see all the previous kernel points (since it was moved outside a growing convex region). This process tries to generate a maximum cardinality hidden guard set in situations where a single guard covers both sides of a convex corner. In this case, the guard is moved to one side of the corner and a new one generated on the other side. We then go to (1) and start over.
(3) If the whole kernel can be contained in a single convex region that does not intersect the environment boundary (Fig. 3 (e) ), Q 0 W = ∅, we keep "growing' this region adding sample points in S as long as doing so does not generate a collision with the obstacle region ( Fig. 3 (f) ). That is, we generate the convex hull Q i+1 = Conv (Q i {s}) for some s ∈ S, but only if
When the convex region has reached its maximum size, we remove the original guard g from G.
(4) If all the guards have been processed, terminate, otherwise continue at (1).
The previous iterative process of choosing one guard and covering its kernel with a convex region continues until all the guards have been processed and no samples remain outside at least one convex region. Every time a guard's kernel is covered and the convex region further expanded, all samples inside are "logically removed" from the environment. For this reason, algorithm is guaranteed to terminate. This algorithm scales well from 2 to 3 dimensions, as long as a suitable convex hull algorithm and a segment-facet intersection test are implemented. Therefore, it is possible to use the same algorithm to generate a convex cover in 3D environments. To illustrate this point, Fig. 4 shows the resulting convex regions when we apply our algorithm to a 3-D environment (here, one of the boxes is on the ground while the other is "floating"). In Fig. 3 (a-h) a mesh is used to show the convex regions obtained with our algorithm. We use the iterative algorithm described in [26] to compute a convex hull in 3D. This convex hull uses the 3D point samples that cover the free space inside the 3D environment (the interior of the 3D workspace int(W )) to obtain the convex regions.
A Mobile Manipulator: Metric-dependent Trajectories
We have applied our search strategy to a mobile manipulator with an "eye-in-hand" sensor, like the one shown in Fig. 1 (a) . This robot is made of an arm with four degrees of freedom (DOFs) mounted on a mobile base with three DOFs (translation and rotation in the plane). Since the first rotation of the arm (around a vertical axis) and the center of rotation for the mobile base are off-center, they are not the same axis. Thus, the entire system has a total of seven internal DOFs -two translations and five rotations . Fig 1 (a) also shows the coordinate frame for the end effector, where our sensor resides.
Notice that to place the robot's sensor in a given configuration in the 3D workspace, 6 DOF should be determined: 3 for the sensor's position, and 3 (angles) for the sensor's orientation. However, we only consider 2 angles related to the sensors orientation: rotation around the z − axis, and y − axis, a robot sensor's rotation around the x − axis is not considered.
Our robot has 7 DOF, so it is a redundant system for the task of placing the sensor in a configuration given by the (x, y, z) workspace's coordinates and rotations around the z −axis and y −axis. Thus, our robot has 2 extra DOF with respect to the 5 DOF required to define the desirable sensor configuration. In [27] , the authors propose an approach for moving a mobile manipulator ensuring stability, the redundancy of the system is used to compensate system stability when the robot is unstable. In this
Figure 4: An 3-D environment and the eight covering convex regions generated (a) -(h)
paper, the extra degrees of freedom allow to sense a given portion of the environment from different sensing configurations (i.e. robot configurations). The environment decomposition into regions provides flexibility on exactly where to place the end effector to sense each region -any point inside is a valid candidate. On the one hand, this simplifies the path planning problem, since now we have a set of goal configurations, as opposed to a single one. But on the other one, it invites a more challenging problem: given that we have more options, what is the best way to reach one of these regions? We are not only interested in finding a way to reach a region, but also the best way to do it.
We use our proposed algorithm (Section 4) to find the order of visiting sensing configurations. But, since the computation of the expected value of the time depends on two main factors 1) the cost of moving the robot between sensing configurations and 2) the probability mass of seeing the object (gain). We then also need to find shortest paths between configurations for a 7 degrees of freedom mobile manipulator.
We want to find shortest paths between configurations. The actual paths depend on the metric used to measure distance. One way to define the distance between two configurations X and Y in a D-dimensional configuration space is
where Λ is a diagonal matrix with positive weights λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . λ D assigned to the different DOFs. In general, the matrix Λ is needed because joints might be not all equivalent (e.g., large links vs. small links), and also because different DOFs might not even be measuring the same movement (translation vs. rotation). In our case, by weighting each DOF differently we can assign different priorities to the two main components of our system: the mobile base and the robotic arm. We divided the DOFs of the mobile manipulator into two groups. One group contains the two DOFs that translate the robot on the plane, and another the five rotations that further place the end effector at a specific position. This division is made without loss of generality since weights can be adjusted individually.
If we assign larger weights to one group and smaller weights to the other, it will be reflected in the shortest paths for that metric. It is evident that these paths will have lower length when the DOFs that move the most are the ones with a lower cost. Since we can select which DOFs we would like to move the most (or the least), we can find trajectories that find a compromise between, for example, moving the base and moving the arm. The problem is, of course, to find the shortest path to a set of configurations. Since it is inherently more complex than the classic path planning problem which only asks for any solution, it is unlikely that it can be solved by an algorithm efficiently. For this reason, we decided to simply implement a wavefront expansion [28] (called NF1). This algorithm is exponential in the number of dimension (robot degrees of freedom), but if we restrict ourselves to a particular robot, then it becomes polynomial.
The wavefront expansion algorithm uses the weights λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . λ D assigned to the DOFs to expand the wave in the different dimensions, so that all configurations at the growing boundary are at the same distance from the start configuration.
The advantage of finding a shortest path is most evident when there is an option as exactly where to go; when the robot can decide on a more "convenient" goal configuration. In this case, a convenient configuration is one that can be reached by moving the low cost DOFs more than the others. For our case, the task of sensing a region can be accomplished by reaching any robot configuration having the sensor inside the selected convex 3-D region.
Searching for an Object with a Mobile Manipulator Equipped with a Limited Sensor
We have extended our strategies for searching motion plans to a mobile manipulator equipped with a sensor limited in both field of view and range. The visibility region of the limited sensor has the shape of a frustum, see figure 1 . We propose a method to approximate the 3-D visibility region of a limited sensor. This method has as its objective to determine which portions of the environment are visible with the limited sensor of the robot based on the point samples generated over the 3-D workspace. Our method to approximate the 3-D visibility region (frustum) of the limited sensor works as follows: first the whole environment is divided into a set of convex regions. These convex regions are used to facilitate the 3-D visibility computation of the limited sensor. Thanks to these convex regions, we avoid the use of complex data structures to update the portion of the environment that has been covered (perceived with the limited sensor). A convex region is covered if the point samples used to approximate its volume have been sensed, or equivalently if the union of the frustums associated to robot's sensing configurations has collectively covered all the point samples inside a convex region. We compute which points are visible from a sensor's configuration based on the intersection of the sensor's frustum and a given convex region.
Our motion strategy is as follows: First, an order to visit every convex region C(r) is established. This order is the same as the one for an omnidirectional sensor. Once this order is planned, another order is computed to visit sensing configurations q (i,r) that collectively cover a specific convex region, i indexes the sensing configuration and r the label of the convex region. Both orders are computed using the algorithm described in Section 4.
The selection of sensing configurations to cover each convex region considers the portion of the convex region that has already been covered, while sensing convex regions previously visited (according to the order to visit the convex regions).
Selecting Sensing Configurations
In our method to cover each convex region, sensing configurations q (i,r) are generated with a uniform probability distribution in a configuration space C over 7 dimensions: Two coordinates (x, y) defining the robot base position and five angles. A sensing configuration q (i,r) is associated to a given region C(r). Each convex region has associated a set S(r) of point samples s(r) ∈ S(r) originally used to compute the size and shape of a convex region. Each point sample s(r) lies in the 3D space, and is defined by a 3-dimensional vector p(x, y, z). We use this previously computed set of points to determine the coverage of a convex region with a limited sensor.
The need of selecting effective robot configurations can be found in several problems. For instance in [29] , the authors propose an approach to detect an effective pose of a mobile manipulator for grasping an object. In our searching problem, for diminishing the expected value of the time to find an object, the set {q (i,r) } must have two properties: a low cardinality of sensing configurations and a small distance separating them.
Notice that a set with minimal cardinality might not be the optimal one, since the cost for reaching the configurations might be large if they are far from one another. Thus, our problem is different from the problem of only choosing the minimum number of configuration that collectively sense the whole environment: The art gallery problem. Since, even the easier art gallery problem is NP-hard [30] , it is unlikely that our problem can be solved by a deterministic algorithm efficiently. For this reason, we decided to use a sampling scheme to compute {q (i,r) }.
Our algorithm for selecting sensing configurations has been inspired from the algorithm presented in [31] . That method computes a "good" set of sensing locations that collectively see the whole environment. The algorithm works only for a 2D environment. The environment W is represented as a polygon. Sensing locations are generated based on uniform sampling. The method in [31] is designed to cover the boundary of the workspace ∂W . In our problem, we aim to cover the free space inside the polyhedral environment representation, and moreover we deal with a 3D environment.
In our method, the point samples lying inside the frustum associated to a sensing configuration q (i,r) are used to approximate the actual visibility region V (q (i,r) ). The robot configurations used to cover a convex region have the property that all of them place the sensor inside the convex region being sensed. This property allows us to approximate the visibility region of the limited sensor without complex 3D visibility computations. The visibility region of the limited sensor at configuration q (i,r) is approximated by:
In figure 1 (a) , the white dots are used to show the point samples s(r) ∈ S(r) covered by the view frustum F and inside a convex region C(r).
Notice that the sensor can be inside several convex regions at once, in such a case, the visibility region is approximated as the point samples lying simultaneously inside the frustum and the convex regions having the sensor in its interior.
As mentioned above, we use the order of visiting convex regions to select sensing configuration to cover each convex region progressively. While covering region C(r), we also mark as sensed and logically remove, all samples s(t) belonging to region C(t), t = r, if s(t) ∈ int(F ∩ C(r) ∩ C(t)). It is guaranteed, that these samples are not occluded from configuration V (q (i,r) ).
In figure 1 (b) dark (blue) dots are used to show the set S(t), and white dots represent the set of point samples S(r) belonging to the region in which the sensor resides and inside the frustum.
A convex region C(r) is totally covered if:
Similar to [31] , we select sensing configurations based on the cardinality of its point samples. Iteratively, we select the configurations with the largest cardinality of point samples s(r) until all the set S(r) is sensed. The point samples associated to selected sensing configurations are logically removed. Thus, redundant sensing configurations, with low point samples cardinality are avoided, yielding a reduced set containing only sensing configurations with high cardinality of point samples and a small number of redundant point samples.
Additionally, in our sensing configuration sampling scheme, we reject candidate sensing configurations in whose view frustum is in collision with the robot itself, thus, avoiding occlusions generated by the robot body. We also reject sensing configurations, that produce a collision of the robot with the obstacles and robot self-collisions.
Following the order of visiting convex regions, each convex region is covered. The procedure of selection of sensing configurations described above is repeated several times for each convex region C(r), yielding different sets {q (i,r) } of sensing configurations. We select one of those sets based on the average value of its graph edges. We describe this last selection below.
Connecting Sensing Configurations
Since we want to have options to move the robot between sensing configurations, and thus further reduce the expected value of the time to find the object, we connect the sensing configuration of each set {q (i,r) } into a fully connected graph with ne edges. We assign weights w (i,j) to the graph edges according on the metric used to measure the cost of moving the robot between sensing configurations q i and q j .
We select the set that minimizes the average value of the graph edges, that is min( 1 ne <i,j> w (i,j) ). At the end, we obtain a set having both: low cardinality of sensing configurations and small distances among sensing configurations.
To cover a region with a limited sensor several sensing configuration are required. The cost of moving a robot between sensing configurations can be computed using the wavefront expansion described in Section 6. However, the execution of that algorithm can take significant amount of time for a large number of sensing configurations. To reduce the running time of planning robot paths to cover a region with a limited sensor, we consider that the cost of moving the robot between sensing configurations corresponds to a straight line in the configuration space. That is, for reducing the computational time to cover the environment with a limited sensor, we pre-estimate the cost to move between sensing configuration as a straight line in the configuration space. To cover a single convex region the robot travels a tour, the first sensing configuration and the last one is the same.
In the motion planning problem of generating collision free paths to move between configurations, we use a lazy collision checking scheme [32] . The sensing configurations are connected in the graph without checking if a collision free path can connect them.
Since we proceed visiting convex regions one by one, it is likely to find collision free paths among configurations to cover the same convex region. Often a small region can be covered with small robot motions, and big regions offer large open space to move the robot. We postpone the collision checking until an order of sensing configurations is established. If some edge of the route is in collision then a new sub-order is generated using other edges in the graph. The new sub-route starts from the last configuration that was connected in the route, and includes all the remaining sensing configurations. Evidently, sometimes the fully connected graph splits into two connected components, if so, we use an RRT [33] to find a collision-free path between the two components. In this later case, the cost assigned to the graph edge connecting the two associated sensing configurations is the cost of the path, which has been obtained with the RRT and checked for collision. In our experiments, we have found that this strategy significantly reduces the time to generate collision-free paths to cover convex regions. The order of visiting the regions is established based on a path of optimal cost between the regions. This optimal path is computed with the wavefront expansion algorithm described in [28] .
We use the convex cover, even in the case of a robot equipped with a limited sensor (i.e. not omnidirectional). There are three main reasons to do so: First, we avoid the use of complex data structures to update the portion of the environment that has been covered. A convex region is covered if the samples used to approximate its volume have been sensed, or equivalently if the union of the frustums associated to sensing configurations has collectively covered all the samples inside a convex region. Second, we take advantage of our convex covering to postpone the collision checking until an order of sensing configurations is established. To cover a convex region, it is often possible to find a collision free path between sensing configurations by simply moving the robot in a straight line path in the configuration space. Third, the robot does not move to cover another convex region until a given convex region has been totally covered. It avoids unnecessary robot motion to visit sensing configurations far away from a previous one.
Simulation Results
In this section simulation results are presented. First, we present results for metric dependent trajectories. We assign different weights to the degrees of freedom of the robot. Second, we consider the case of large 3D environments, in which the cost of rotation is the same that the cost of translation. Finally, we present results for a mobile manipulator equipped with a sensor whose visibility region has the form of a frustum.
All the results presented in this paper were obtained with a regular PC running Linux OS, equipped with an Intel Pentium IV microprocessor and 512 megabytes of RAM, the processing speed of the CPU is 2.2 GHz. The programming language used to obtain our simulation result was C++.
Simulation Results for Metric-dependent Trajectories
We divided the DOFs of the robot into two groups: two translations and five rotations. First we assigned a larger weight to one group and then to the other. Fig. 5 (a-c) shows the case when rotating the links is better than translating the robot. Similarly, Fig. 5 (d-f) shows the same setup but when we seek to translate the base as opposed to rotate the links. Parts (a) and (d) show the initial configuration and the region that needs to be visited. Parts (b) and (e) show the initial (dark) and final (light) configurations. Finally, parts (c) and (f) show the actual path followed by the robot. In the example the resulting trajectories are very different. When rotations are better (Fig. 5 (c) ), the robot goes straight to the obstacle and places its sensor over it. The robot must rotate the base (and compensate with the "shoulder") and also rotate the middle link (and compensate with the end effector) to be able to reach beyond the obstacle. So there are a total of four rotations in this movement. In contrast, when translation is preferred (Fig. 5 (f) ), the robot does not rotate any link and simply moves around the obstacle to reach the region behind.
Simulation Results with an Omnidirectional Sensor
Figures from 6 (a) to 6 (c) show snapshots of the searching task in an indoor environment. This environment cannot be searched by using a 2D projection; notice the stairs, the windows, the lamp The process of computing the paths of optimal cost to move the robot between convex regions, and an order for diminishing the expected value of the time to visit the convex regions was almost two days. This example allows us to find the bottleneck limitation regarding the running time of our algorithms. This bottleneck corresponds to compute the optimal paths to move our 7 DOFs robot between sensing configurations. The optimal order for visiting convex regions is a NP-Hard problem, but we reduce the computational running time using the heuristic presented in Section 4. As a result we obtain a practical procedure with the cost of losing global optimality and obtaining only local optimality. However, another complex problem has to be confronted, the problem of computing optimal paths between pairs of sensing configurations (locally optimal) for a robot with 7 DOF and moving in a complex and large 3D environment (for instance the one shown in figure 6 ). The NF1 wavefront expansion algorithm [28] that we use requires considerable running time for computing all the locally optimal sub-paths to be concatenated in a global path, specially for a global path including a large number of inter-medial sensing configurations. This algorithm also strongly depends on the number of cells (resolution of the partition) in which the configuration space is divided. We use a resolution in which robot collisions with the obstacles are detected. Globally optimal search paths for this kind of environments cannot be computed with a regular PC, due to computational complexity.
Simulation Results with a Limited Sensor
We finish our presentation of simulation results with a house type environment, which is searched with a limited sensor mounted in our 7 DOF mobile manipulator robot. Figure 7 (h) shows the 3 sensing configurations used to cover the convex region C(C), which is under a table.
The running time of our software to generate the 113 sensing configurations and computing an order to visit them to cover the environment with a limited sensor was 2 hours and 2 minutes. This time has to be added to the time to compute the 23 convex regions, which is 1 minute and 33 seconds, and the time to compute optimal paths between every pair of convex regions, and the time to evaluate the heuristic to define an order to visit all sensing configurations, which is 13 minutes and 18 seconds. Thus, the total running time of our software to sense the whole environment with a limited sensor was 2 hours 15 minutes and 51 seconds. The expected value of the time is 36.17 units. The computational running time of our algorithm refers to the time taken by our software to generate a plan to cover the Finding an object with a limited sensor environment and consequently to find the object. The expected value of the time refers to the average time in which the object will be found by executing that plan. So the first time refers to the generation of the plan, and the second to the performance in average of this plan when the plan is executed. Recently, in [34] , we have proposed the strategy of selecting the most important DOFs to be optimized. This strategy significantly reduces the computational running time to generate a plan. For instance, for the environment shown in figure 6 , the time to generate a plan for a robot equipped with an omni-directional sensor, was reduced from almost 2 days to 1 hour and 50 minutes, and using a robot equipped with a limited sensor. We stress that in general, it is more complex to generate a plan for a robot equipped with a limited sensor, since in this case, the robot needs to visit more sensing configurations to cover the whole environment. The time for generating a plan, in the environment shown in figure 6 was reduced from 2 hours and 13 minutes to only 11 minutes. More details can be found in [34] .
Conclusions and Future Work
We addressed the problem of searching for an object with a mobile manipulator in a known 3-D environment. Due to the high computational complexity of visibility queries in 3-D, we decided to use a sample-based approach to approximate the size and shape of visibility regions. We have also studied the plan's dependency on the field of view and range of the sensor used to search the object.
In our experiments, first, we have considered an omnidirectional sensor. The decomposition into convex regions gives us flexibility on exactly where to place the sensor, and their convexity guarantees that the entire region will be visible from every point inside using an omnidirectional sensor. We have presented an approach to generate metric-dependent trajectories, that is, trajectories that compromise between moving the base and moving the robot arm. Second, we have shown that our approach can be extended to a sensor limited in both field of view and range. Unsurprising, if the sensor is limited then the robot has to move more and has to visit more sensing configurations.
Recently, we have proposed in [34] , the strategy of selecting the most important DOFs to be optimized, which significantly reduces the computational running time to find the object.
Finally, in this work, we assumed that the pdf modeling the object location was uniform, i.e. the probability of finding the object in a given region was directly proportional to the size of the region. We believe that it is a good general a priori, given that to consider other types of pdf's, the type of object should be taken into account. However, in a scenario where one or more objects are sought several times, it should be possible to start the search assuming an uniform pdf and modify it according to the places where the objects were previously found. We also leave this problem for future work.
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